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The Orgone energy is just another name for the Universal Life Force energy. The mystical and

omnipresent force that governs life. Ancient Greeks called it the ‘Ether’. And they de�ned it as a

“hypothetical medium, supposed to �ll space, by means of vibrations in which light and other

forms of radiation are transmitted”. In China, people call it Chi, in Japan Ki, and in India Prana.

The scientists call it the Quantum Sea of Energy, Zero Point Energy, or Scalar Wave Fields. In the

1950s Wilhelm Reich discovered how to collect and measure this unseen force. He later called it

the orgone energy.

Orgone Energy Properties ● It is mass free. ● Interconnects and penetrates the entire physical

universe. ● Radiates from all living and nonliving things. ● It �ows through all and everything. ●

All materials and things in�uence this energy. ● It’s mostly attracted to all living organisms,

water, and to itself. ● Other known energies like light, microwaves, or radio waves can act as a

carrier for the orgone energy.

Positive Energy vs. Negative Energy

Orgone energy can be positive/balanced or negative/unbalanced. Wilhelm Reich labelled these:

Positive Orgone Radiation (POR); and Deadly Orgone Radiation (DOR). Our bodies resonate

with a broad spectrum of etheric frequencies. These energies directly impact our etheric bodies.

Harmonious energies enable us to stay healthy. Likewise, the disharmonious frequencies disrupt

our health. Mitigates E�ects of the Electro-Smog

All man-made electronics radiate negative etheric energies. Smartphones, cell towers, WIFI,

smart meters, etc. They all create chaotic etheric frequencies. Orgonite changes the underlying
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negatively charged energy into balanced and healthy frequencies. So this way the orgonite

mitigates the bad e�ects of the electro-smog.

Promotes Wellbeing

Yoga, Ayurveda, and Traditional Chinese medicine say that energies govern the human body.

They in�uence the body, mind, and spirit. Positive energy brings peace, joy, vitality, and good

health. And negative causes our emotions to become agitated, distressed, and cause illnesses.

Orgonite generates balanced, vibrant, and high energies. They stabilize our bio-energy �eld

(aura) and promote wellness. Orgone tools aid meditation and energy healing arts. Many people

say that orgonite improves the quality of their sleep. Others say that being around orgonite gives

them that good feel.

Rebalances Energies of Food and Water

Orgonite rebalances the energies of foods and drinks. You can simply put them on an orgonite

coaster or a charging plate. And after some period of time the “charged-up” food will taste

better. It will also keep its freshness for longer. Try it yourself!

Rebalances Weather

Orgonite balances and normalizes the weather patterns. It helps to bring more rain and reduce

extreme weather phenomena like light storms, heavy rains and hails. Many report clear blue skies

and beautiful healthy pu�y clouds. It will help you heal your immediate environment.
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So where to put your orgonites? The answer to this question is simple. Everywhere! In 2021, we

bathe in the everpresent electro-smog more than ever before. Also the pandemic contributes to

widely spread negative vibes. So it’s a good idea to have orgonite with you all the time. And stuck

up your living space with orgonite. ● The electronics: near your TV, computer, WiFi router,

smart meter, and on your smartphone. ● In the fridge and cupboards where you keep your

food. ● Near the main inlets of water, gas, and electricity. Orgonite will help to restructure their

energies. ● In the bedroom. Keep it near your bed for sounder sleeps and more vivid dreams. ●

In the bathroom. Charge up your water before taking a bath. ● In the garden. Your veggies and

fruits will be healthier, taste better, and grow bigger. ● In the car. Place one orgonite in the

cabin. And the other in the trunk close to the petrol tank. ● Around your neighbourhood –

distribute orgonite in your local area.

You’ll see birds, bees and other wildlife return.

Orgonite Holy Hand Granade (HHG)

These are much stronger than tower busters. They have 5 quartz crystals inside. The Holy Hand

Grenade was named after the Monty Python series.

Is orgonite and orgone the same?

No. Orgone is energy. And orgonite generates orgone energy.
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Many people want to be happier, healthier, and just live a more prosperous life. Literally every

person on the planet wonders how to do better at least every now and then. Of course, we want

our families, our pets and the plants we’re taking care of to do well too. We even want to

surround ourselves with things that make us feel good. This is all part of being human, and

humans tend to seek harmonic relationships with the world around them. However, we, the

people, often feel like many parts of our lives are undergoing somewhat chaotic scenarios. And

even though the harmony of life is always around us, knowing how to ‘cultivate’ it could be very

useful. Orgonite pyramids could be one way of doing this, and we would like to tell you more

about them.

You can easily get a hold on quartz. However, this is not

the only reason it is used in the making of an Orgonite. The main reason for this is that this crystal

belongs to the group of piezoelectric crystals. Piezoelectricity is basically a substance becoming

electrically charged once a mechanical force is applied upon it. That said, quartz exhibits

piezoelectric properties once it gets pressed by the cured resin. This is very important for an

Orgonite to be ‘potent’ and actually work, on which we will elaborate later.

Types of crystals used for an Orgonite 

Even though piezoelectric crystals are a must for every Orgonite device, you can still use other

crystals for the Orgonite. The type of crystal you decide to add will depend on what you want to

use your Orgonite for. Some crystals you can use when making an Orgonite are amethyst, aqua

aura, citrine, tourmaline, and topaz.

What is Orgonite?
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Reich was so convinced that Orgonite does exist that he actually built an Orgone accumulator.

The idea about the Orgone didn’t cease to exist even with the banning of this scientist’s

literature. Orgone continued to be the topic of research for a lot of people across the planet for

many years after. The idea about Orgone experienced a crucial revival somewhere in the late

20th century. It was then that people started recreating Reich’s Orgone accumulator. They

made a device that was easily accessible and one that would last for a long time. This device was

the Orgonite, a mixture of resin, metal shavings and crystals turned into a hard object. The

device was using the power of Orgone to help living things that would come into contact with it

‘�ourish.’

As we said, Orgonites are made of resin, metal shavings and crystals. Once it cures, the resin acts

as the main body of the device. The metal shavings and the crystals are inside of the resin to clean

and transmute the energy. You can use polyester, epoxy or natural resin when making the

Orgonite. You can also use any metal for the metal shavings inside the device. When it comes to

the crystals, the most commonly used one is quartz, but other crystals are e�ective as well.

Many people believe that a lot of the chaos in

our lives has to do with EMF radiation. ‘EMF’ stands for ‘electromagnetic �eld’ and it is a �eld

that is created when a charged particle moves. It is believed that exposure to these particles can

cause anxiety, irritability, sadness, problems with the immune system, insomnia, and even

cancer. The lack of scienti�c research on the issue is frightening, and scientists should de�nitely

explore the matter in more depth.

What are some of the sources of EMF radiation? 
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Science has, however, explained that electric appliances, cell phones, TVS, computers, tablets,

Wi-Fi routers, smart meters and other things

are sources of EMF radiation. Even though this radiation is non-ionizing, people are afraid of it,

and the lack of scienti�c research de�nitely doesn’t help. However, there is something that

could be very helpful for our health and well-being, and that is Orgone.

According to Reich, the Orgone energy is everywhere around us and it �lls

the space. He thought that Orgone was the energy of the Cosmos. He also believed that Orgone

was quanti�able and observable and that it pulsates. Reich also saw this energy as something that

was very attracted by organic materials and metals. However, according to him, these two types

of matter have distinct relationships with the Orgone. Reich, furthermore, argued that organic

materials would hold the Orgone energy after attracting it, while metals would repel it.

However, it is not only metals and organic matter that attract Orgone. According to Reich,

water attracts it as well, and this is something we will talk about later. Furthermore, you can also

ingest Orgonite through the food, or at least that is what Reich thought was possible.

All about Orgone 

Coils and spirals inside orgonite?

Yes! They direct the energy �ow. The most famous is the SBB coil. It’s similar to a Tesla’s double

spiral coil.
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This might not be that obvious, but

there are certain things that you need to do when you make or get your Orgonite Pyramid.

These

What to do when you make or get an Orgonite Pyramid? 

things will help you ‘power-up’ the pyramid and improve its performance.

Once you’ve made your Orgonite Pyramid, you should expose it in sunlight for 20 or 30 minutes

so that you clear it and charge it. However, it is not only the sunlight that can help you clear and

charge your pyramid, and you can also sink it in cold water for a bit or clear it with sounds such

as the ones from classical music, tuning forks and sound bells. This is also how you will need to

maintain your pyramid from time to time and help the crystals discharge the negative energy

they will accumulate after some time.

After you’ve cleared and charged the pyramid, you should connect with it by placing it next to

your heart or by imagining the in�nity sign forming between you and your Orgonite. Finally,

you should think about an intention that you have and let your pyramid help you ful�ll it. The

pyramid will be connected to you as long as your intentions are good and harmless to you or

someone else.

Orgonites, including Orgonite Pyramids, should last more than 50

years and maybe hundreds of years if you have them placed inside your home. Don’t expose

your pyramid to too much water since water dissolves the resin.

How long do Orgonites last? 
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Many people believe that Orgonites actually do work. Some of them o�er

as proof the shape of iced water when exposed to an Orgonite. When you place the Orgonite on

top of a glass of water in the freezer, this water freezes with a lot of spikes that go upward in spite

of gravity. People who have Orgonites also claim that plants grow bigger if you place the

Orgonite next to them. Finally, people think

Do Orgonites work? 

that Orgonites have many positive e�ects on the health of humans. However, this is where things

get a bit tricky.

We are all di�erent from one another and this makes Orgonites have di�erent e�ects on us.

People believe that these e�ects are positive. However, getting to the point where your Orgonite

makes you feel better might be a bit of a bumpy ride. Some people, for example, feel like they

have a �u when they start to use an Orgonite for the �rst time. Others have headaches, are

irritable, are unable to sleep and feel sickish. This is why Orgonite makers and people who claim

to understand Orgonites don’t recommend people having too many Orgonites if they’re new to

all this. According to them, one device should be enough to start o� with, and once you feel

comfortable around your Orgonite, you can get or make more devices.

After the initial discomfort, you could start to feel better and healthier, but this will probably be

a slow process. You might start to notice some small changes as time goes by, and see how much

you’ve improved when you compare your past with your present self.
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People believe that Orgonites, in general, can have multiple

positive e�ects on people and the environment. Orgonite Pyramids can enhance these positive

e�ects because of their shape. People believe that they turn the negative EMF energy (radiation)

into positive energy. They also think Orognite Pyramids help you sleep and relax, experience

lucid dreaming, meditate better and be in a better mood. These Pyramids can help you grow

spiritually and psychologically and be healthier in general. The Pyramids can, furthermore,

remove toxins from water and cleanse the area in which you place them.

What does an Orgonite Pyramid do? 

An Orgonite Pyramid is an Orgonite

with the shape of a pyramid. People believe that because of its pyramid shape, this kind of

Orgonite has the ability to better transfer the Positive Orgone Energy and to even amplify it.

Even Alexander Golod, a scientist and an alternative healer, thinks that the shape of the pyramid

creates positive energy �elds that are possible to control and use. Golod is famous for

constructing seventeen pyramids made of �berglass in Russia. He claims that these pyramids can

have positive e�ects on people’s wellbeing. According to alleged scienti�c studies, these

pyramids can improve your immune system, make medicines have a better e�ect on your health,

improve the fertility of seeds, make bacteria and viruses weaker and decrease radioactivity.

According to these studies, all of this is possible if you enter the pyramid. People think that these

pyramids are the reason for the Ozone layer repairmen in Russia.

What is an Orgonite Pyramid and why do you need one? 
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Before we talk about Orgonite Pyramids, we would like

to say something more about the way Orgonites work. You now know that Orgonites are made

of resin, metal shredding and crystals and that the cured resin keeps all the components together

in a solid object. Now, the way Orgonites work is they attract the Negative Orgone Energy and

convert it into Positive Orgone Energy. People believe that EMFs are a part of the Negative

Orgone Energy which can in many ways be harmful to your health. So, the Orgonite attracts this

negative energy, and this energy then ‘travels’ through the layers of the device. It goes from one to

another metal shaving and it also passes through the carbon molecules of the resin. As it

circulates through the Orgonite, the negative energy becomes puri�ed and the crystals help

direct it out of the device as a Positive Orgone Energy.

How does an Orgonite pyramid work? 

One of the reasons the shape of an Orgonite is so important is because it can amplify the energy

generated by the device, and out of the many shapes an Orgonite can be made in, the shape of a

pyramid ampli�es the energy the most. And not only that— people think that the shape of a

pyramid can transmit the energy with great ease.
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Properties of di�erent crystals The other crystals you use in your Orgonite can have di�erent

uses. The crystals can be helpful for di�erent kinds of problems you might have. That said,

Amethyst is a crystal that is associated with inner peace. This crystal can inspire your inner

calmness or sparkle your will for being more proactive. On the other hand, Aventurine could

help clean your heart chakra. This crystal can help you overcome your negative thoughts and

emotions, feel happier and get out of harmful relationships. A crystal bene�cial for your root

chakra could be the Black Tourmaline. Black Tourmaline is great to use against EMF. This

crystal can also help you feel the present moment while protecting you from negative energy.

Carnelian is a crystal that can boost your energy and motivation since it’s a crystal for the sacral

chakra. This crystal can help you feel more courageous and con�dent, and it can also make your

motivation level increase. You can achieve concentration, creativity, and clearer thoughts if you

put Fluorite inside your Orgonite. Garnet, furthermore, is a great crystal for courage,

con�dence, love and passion.

Orgone Seven Chakra Pyramid

Promoting overall well being, the Orgone Seven Chakra Pyramid attracts balance, alignment,

and grounding to any space or individual who keeps it.

Composed of seven stones each energetically able to heal one of the chakras, this compact

pyramid fosters �ow of energy through the body.

How to use Crystals in Your
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Meditation

One of the simplest ways to experience the healing bene�ts of crystals is through the gateway of

meditation. Meditating with chakra-healing crystals adds another dimension to this. Utilizing

chakra crystals during meditation can serve as a powerful tool to enhance your practice and

further improve your mental, emotional, and physical well-being. It will bring your energy

centers into complete balance and harmony.

Why Use Crystals During Meditation

While meditation alone is a powerful practice that ignites peace, wholeness, and ful�llment

within, using crystals can add another layer of healing. Crystals provide a physical tool to assist

you in your energy healing journey. Meditating with chakra-healing crystals enhances inner

exploration, raises consciousness and self-awareness, and deepens the meditative practice.

Visualize your intentions for using the speci�c stone, and allow it to disperse its healing energies

into your energetic body. Many healing crystals will help align, activate, and revitalize the chakras

during meditation. Here are some powerful stones to utilize during your chakra-crystal

balancing meditation.

Root Chakra
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For your root chakra meditation, ground yourself with Red

Jasper. Red Jasper is a crystal that comes with incredible grounding properties. It is a stone that is

deeply connected to your roots, which stimulates the base of the energetic body and strengthens

your connection to Earth.

Sacral Chakra

Carnelian is the go-to crystal for sacral chakra meditations. This stone opens you up to creative

passion and expression. Carnelian is revered as a stone for fertility and its warm joyful energy will

encourage con�dence and sensuality.

Solar Plexus

The yellow quartz is an e�ective tool to cleanse and activate the solar plexus chakra. This crystal

is associated with optimism and personal empowerment. Its vibrant, bright energy pushes you to

develop your self-esteem, personal will, and assertiveness.

Heart Chakra

Green Aventurine is a comforter and heart healer, making it an ideal stone for heart chakra

meditations. It brings about feelings of well-being and emotional calmness. Green Aventurine is

used to resolve blockages and imbalances within the heart.
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Throat Chakra

For throat chakra meditations, using Lapis Lazuli will help promote authentic and clear

communication. This stone enhances the power of your word. It connects you with your

subconscious emotions and stimulates self-expression, creativity, and mental clarity.

Third Eye Chakra

Meditating with a Blue Aventurine crystal over your third eye will help manage your intellect,

insight, and intuition. This stone boosts your clairvoyance and psychic powers while improving

your clarity of thought. Its peaceful energy helps you express your spirituality more openly.

Crown Chakra

Amethyst is prized for being a very spiritual crystal, opening and activating the crown during

meditations. Its divine energy aligns

you with universal forces and helps you �nd deeper meaning in your life. Amethyst's calm

energy helps clear and center the body during spiritual exploration. 3 Must-Have Crystals To

Connect

With Your Feminine Energy

Amethyst for a spiritual development
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Amethyst is associated with harmony, tranquility, and inner peace.

Amethyst is the stone for you if you want to add happiness into your life and develop your

intuition.

When it comes to physical well-being, it can help you sleep better, soothe your headaches and

assist in the function of the pineal gland.

Other bene�ts include increasing psychic abilities and providing contentment. It's also an

excellent meditation stone. women who su�er from menstrual cramps may use it to clear their

minds and reduce pain.

Citrine for the abundant life

This crystal is bene�cial to any woman who wishes to develop her leadership skills. It will assist

you in boosting your creativity and wealth.

Citrine can be very helpful if you're having trouble maintaining your self-con�dence, personal

power, and boundaries.

Rose Quartz for an endless love

Rose Quartz crystal is the one to look for if you're having trouble accepting self-love as the

ultimate concept. It will assist you in increasing your self-esteem, improving your mental

balance, and bringing more positivity into your life.
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Rose quartz is a stone that can help you become more mindful and learn to love yourself and

those around you.

Methods How to Cleanse your Crystals and Orgonites Crystals are �xed in their vibration, they

can hold onto additional intentions and charges. Unless your crystal is freshly mined, new out of

the cave, it's unlikely it will be completely clear. It is important to ‘reset’ your crystal before

adding your own intention to it.

It is very important to cleanse and recharge your crystals and orgonites regularly as it is the only

way to restore them to the natural state. This act of care can also reinvigorate your own sense of

purpose.

Method 1: Running water. The best way to do this is with natural �owing water, like a stream or

river. This will literally wash away any held thought-forms and intentions within the stone. If

natural water is unavailable a faucet will also work.

Duration: few minutes

Method 2: Full Moon Light. The best time to cleanse your Crystals and Orgonites is during Full

Moon, when it is at its brightest and her energy is strongest. Place your Orgonite Crystals under

the moonlight overnight and let Luna’s cleansing vibes take over. You
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can simply leave them in the windowsill, or leave them outside overnight.

Duration: from 8 to 10 hours

Method 3: Sun Light. Let your crystals bathe outside in the sunlight for at least 4 hours. Simply

place crystals outside to clear and recharge.

Duration: from 4 hours

Method 4: Sage Cleansing. Burning sage and wafting the smoke on the crystal for a few minutes

will help clear the stone (as well as your space). An intention to cleanse the stone must also be

held while doing this.

Duration: few minutes

Method 5: Mother Earth. Bury the crystals in need of healing and rejuvenation and Mother

Earth will provide the proper healing.

Duration: from 12 to 24 hours.

Method 6: Quartz or Selenite. Selenite and Clear Quartz can be used to cleanse the jewellery

items and gemstones that we wear of the negative energy that they tend to absorb, by simply

placing selenite on them.

Duration: from 4 to 6 hours.
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Method 7: Sound. Sound healing allows a single pitch or tone to wash over an area, bringing it

into the same vibration as the tone.

This can be accomplished using chanting, singing bowls, a tuning fork, or even a nice bell. This

method is ideal for collectors who have a large volume of crystals not easily inventoried or moved.

Duration: 5 to 10 minutes

Method 8: Himalayan pink salt. Get your hands on some pink salt and put it in a bowl. Next

submerge your crystal in this salt and let it sit overnight. This is a very popular way to cleanse

crystals, as pink

Himalayan salt is said to absorb any less-than-pure energies from minerals.
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